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On Finite Fourier Sine Series with 
Respect to Finite Di征erences
Sumio G. Nomachi 
Abstract 
The solution of linear Finite Difference Eqaution which is defined for only五nitenumber of 
points， can be expressed by Finite Sine Series with the same number of terms. 
In this paper， the othoganality of the五nitesequence of sine function is五rstgiven， and several 
functions which represent the summations regarding the五nitesequences of sine function， are intro-
duced from a五nitesequence of complex exponential function. The corresponding Finite Di任erence
Equations and their Green Functions， which appear in the structural problems， are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
The Finite Difference Equation has often been encountered and will surely be 
so on the五eldof engineering analysis. Many analitical methods have been found 
in solving it， and George Boole') must be enumarated as the one jwho had五rst
carried out a thorough discussion of the basic principles of the subject， covering 
nearly al the major theorems and methods with clarity and rigor. It was however 
not long before that a kind of Finite Fourier Transforms were applied to the analysis 
of Finite Fourier Transforms were applied to the analysis of Finite Difference E-
quation by Ferras2). Considering出atFourier Transforms plays an improtant part 
in the engineering mathematics， this concept may be extended to Finite Di旺erence
Equation. 
Let then L1， prefixed to the expression of any function of x， denote the operation 
of taking the increament of that function corresponding to a given constant increa-
ment L1x of the variable x. Then representing the proposal function of x by F"， 
we have 
L1Fx = Fx叫髭-Fx (1) 
and 
L1Fx Fx十比一Fx
L1x - L1x (2) 
which apparently coinside with dFfdx for the limit L1x→o. 
Then， assuming L1x = 1， 
L1Fx = FX+I-FX. (3) 
The operation denoted by L1 is able to be repeated. For the difference of a 
function of x， being itself a function of x， issubject to operations of the same kind. 
L1L1F誕 =L12Fx 
(187) 




L1L1n-1Fx = L1nF"， 
which can be written as 
L1n凡 =L1n-1Fx+1-L1n-l凡 =F"，+n一ηC1F"，十η l+nCz凡十n-2+・
+ (_l)n-l nCn-l凡+1十(-ltF"， ・ (4) 
The inverse operation of五nitedi旺erenceis called as the五niteIntegration which 
is usually expressed by: 
if 
L1Y(.エ:)= FxL1x 
SFxL1x = Y (x)十P(x)， (5) 
Therefore， the definite in which P (x) is a periodic function by the interval L1x. 
Finite Integration may be written as 
(6) Y(b)-Y(α) = I; FxL1x. ? ????
??
?
Othogonality of Sine Fuction with 
Respect to Finite Differences 
2. 
If x is a variable defined only for integer from zero to n， any function including 
x makes sense only when x takes the prescribed integer. Let now 
;':.刀Zπx rπZ S sin←一一 sin_._._-:_ L1x = 1 
o n n 
where m， r= 1， 2， 3，・"， n. 
By taking L1x=l， 
1 = ~ s r∞s主主坐三丘一∞sπx(m+rLlL1x 





_l_J~ln π(m-r) f π(m-r) i _~~~ _I~ __¥ _j_ ~~~ _I~， _j_J 41 ~...; ，. .I 1+ cos一 τI-COSπ(m-r)+cosπ(m+r)1 
Lm云(m-r)、.- .1 ..J 
(188) 










-ノ n-l 相'押q 、
~ ~~n o (m) sinラニ =f(x)
Hγperbolic Functions 3. 
(8) 







? ? ? ? ?
? ?2ピ(一げsm守山守主
nro2(1-mZ1)+え
where 2 cosh α=2+λand m=l， 2， 3，・"，n.
By letting Ax = 1 
Q ~.._ f~， ， ，: mπ| 匁ー，~~_ J~， L': mπ1 ? exp lα+ZnjX・Ax=平explα+znfx 
(9) 
1-exp {αn十zmπ}
f ~， _j_ ，;_'!:π1 . 
1-exp lα+Z一元 J
the right hand side of which leads to 
午1~.._ f~， ， ，:竺~l 市今JCAPlUTl n Jι ー
(10) 
The real and imaginary parts of (9) yield 
eα-e山。一cosケ(1一(_l)"'ean) Re[~: exp {x(α+iぞ)}]= 2coshα~2cos 竺竺n 








2cosh α-2cos n 
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Subtraction (12) from (11) becomes 
21.仰 Zsinh αz・sln-τ一=(_1)'" . _ _ 
x=o ，ι 
一 2cosh αー 2cos三三二
n 













which is by Formulas (7) transformed irito 
2 ';:' ¥-1)%inTsin今三
n，;-;o 2 (1;ー cos竺竺)+A














Replacement of x by n -x， produces 
mπ mπx 
2主二1 sln一一-sln-一一一一←:' n n 
"，~o 2 (l-cos竺竺 )+A
¥ n / 
In Case of a Comple玄 Variablefor λa 









on the other hand the conformal mapping between (c・万)and (仰)planes， reveals 
(17) 
?
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ，







excluding η=0 line. 
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1_ 1. mπ¥ 1 
2じ (-1)寸2い-cos-"~' ) + ~j mπ mn:x 
n~l:n( 〆 、 ‘-2---sm一一一sm-一一一ー
か o b (1一cos竺竺)+ e!+1)2 n n 
I ¥ n / -J • 
ー竺主主(n-x)・∞sr (n+x)-cosh s (n+x) cos r (n-x) 
一 cosh刃n-cos2rn 一一 (18) 
1+ドo，f>Oa吋 1+ドo，f<o，zキn
I~ (_ mπ¥ _1 
2U(ー 1)「2(1-∞s .~. ) + ~j.mπ mn:x 
n，と。 {2(1一cos字)イ+ザ sm7m n 一一一
一(_l)n+xcosh s (n-x)・cosr (n+x)ー (-1)勾 xcosh s (n +x)・cosr(n-x) 
cosh 2sn-cos 2rn 
1+ド0，i >0 and す<0，xキn
2 '!-=，' 2 ¥1一cosFE)+ご¥ n / mn: mn:x 
τ 2.;-1-つ ←、、-2--sm--sm 
月日 ~2 (l-cos 竺竺)+さ~+1)2 n n 
I ¥ n / . J • 
-cosh sx・cosr (2n-x)+cosh s (2n-x)・cosrx 
cosh 2sn-cos 2rn 
時 0，1+ドoand件。
2 '!.:.' 2(1一∞s:n: ) +~ mn: mn:x 
-1.← 一-一一一一て吉一←ー -sm--Sln一一一一一-n _..0 1_ (_ mπ¥.1 n n 明~U :2 (l-cos一一一)+引 +η
1 ¥ n / . J • 
(ー-l)Xcosh金竺竺丘空三盆士(_l)Xcosh s (2n-x)・cosrx 





1n like manner， the imaginary parts of (14) and (15) are expressed by the formulas: 
for 
2午1 (-1)可 • mπ . mπz 
n m'-:o {2 ( 1ーC由子)十fj2+/ 十一
__L sinh s (n-x)・sinr (n + x)-sinh s (n + x)・sinr (n-x) 
ム cosh2snー cos2rn 
5 ザ 5η1+一一三0， ~ >0; 1+一二三0， ~ <0 2 '=v  2... V ， A' 2一， 2 
(191) 
(22) 
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respectively. 
2R1 (-1)可 2 SidEsin竺竺
::0 1 _ / _ mπ¥ .1- n n 
ド u :2 ( 1 一cos~) +E) +卸
I ¥ n / -I • 
一+)1二1)…sinhs(n-x)sin7(n+x)一(-l)n-Xsinhs(n+ x)-sin7 (n -x) 
cosh 2snー cos27n 
for 1十f豆0，1->0; 1+ド0，f<O 
respectively. 
for 
2 '!ー。 η mπ mπz
nム。 {2(的))2 守 sm--Sln---一 1 _ _ _ mrc ¥ ， ".1， 2 ~... n ~... n 
2 ( 1-cos一一← +さ + ¥ n 
_ -1~.inh sx-sin 7 (2n三畳二sinhs (2n-x) sin7 x 
一 +i cosh 2sn一cos27n 




7，-，-. ー 、-2 -Sln-一一-sm::0 1 _ ( _ mπ¥ .1- n n m~u 
: 2 ( 1-cos "~，， 1 +計十 η
l ¥ n / .， • 
_ -1..(-1)"' sinh sx-sin 7 (2n-x)ー (-l)Xsinhs (2n-x) sin 7x 
一 +i ∞sh2sn-cos 27n 
1十号豆0， ~ >0; 1+ド0， ~ <0 
respectively. 
5_ Formulas forヲ=0
The equation (16) is rewritten as 
ル↓釘+(1-Y-J(~Y+(す)2=2W
from which the limit when ηtends to zero， yields for the left side 
ljrN2+f)2十(きY
lim 2 cos→2-72 
"一歩
O
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lim T=--JLー ←円。イ~(4+~) ， lim sin 1 一一一二1)_~:~oJ. ~.u.L， - ~T(亙干扇 (26) 
Adding to it cosh s varies along η=0 line， with the variation of ~， as follows: 
s"""Islx(+1) for ~>O 
s，.Is xi for 0>~>-2 (27) 
s""πi-IsI xi for -2>~>-4 
s，-.Jπi-IsI x(十1) for -4>~. 
Substituting (26) into the formulas from (18) to (21)， and considering the re-









n ';-:0 2 ( 1-cos子)+~ 
cosh s (n-x)-cosh s (n+x) 
cosh 2sn-1 
~~O; xキn，
cos s (n-x)-cos s (n+x) 
-∞'s 2sn-1 
0~~~-2; xキn，
(_1)n-x cos s (n-x)一(-1)冗切coss (n+x) 
一 cos2sn-1 
-2 ミ;~~-4; xキn，
(_1)n-x cosh s (n-x)-( _1)n+x cosh s (n+x) 
cosh2sn-1 
-4 ミ;~;x キ n.
ηzπ mπZ 
2 SIn SIn-一一
主ニ1 J1 n 
nF02(1-mTF)+5 
cosh s (2n-x)-cosh sx 
cosh 2sn-1 
ç~O; xキ0，
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(_l)X {cos s (2n-x)一C伺 sx}
cos 2sn-1 
-2 ミ;;~ミ -4;xキ 0 ，
忽 coshs(2n-x)-coshsx 
= (-1) 一一一一osh 2sn-1 
for -4 ミ;;~， xキ0，






n m~o b (1一cmmJ
I ¥ nノーl 
(n十x)sinh s (n-x)一(n-x)sinhs (n +x) 
イ言(4干三)(cosh2sn-1) 
~~O ， 
(n+x) sin s (n-x)-(n-x).sin s (n+x) 
.n存瓦)(cos2sn-1) 
0 ミ ~~-2 ，
泥 (n+x) sin s (n~x)一(n-x)sin s (n+x) =(一昨一一一 むこニLザlξ(4 十~) (cos 2sn-1) 
-2 孟 ~~-4 ，
一忽 (n+x)sinh s (n-x)一(n-x)sinh s (n十x)=一(-lrlfl証平副 (cosh2sn -1) 
-4 這~;
which， by puttin ~=O， are transformed into 
and 
2に 1(-1)拙 s1nケm今主
n，;:o b (l-cos生 )¥2
I ¥ n /1 
mπ mπニE





















x sin s (2n-x)一(2n-x)sin sx 
II宵王;)(cos2sn-1) 
。 ~ç 孟 -2 ，
in s (2n-x)一(2n-x)sin sx 
=ト町 一一一一.; c (4寸ム訂作os布n-1)
-2 ミ~ç 註 -4 ，




which， by putting c = 0， are transformed into 
mπ mπx 
2巴1S1n77 SInー 瓦 nx(n-x)(2n-x) 
ム~n . (ηJ.7r ¥2 - 6n2 件。
4(l-cos一一)¥ n I 
6. The Corresponding Green Functions 
If凡 isa function satisfying 
(0， (x =c) A2F~_ ， -).F~ = { 






then凡 maybe called Green Function with respect to the finite difference on the 
left hand side of (45). 
In order to apart F忽 onO<x<c from the one on c<x<n， F~ will represent 
the latter one. Thus， 
Fz =A詰ま 伊豆c)
-nhα(n-;-x) F~ = B -"'~i~hαn ~I (x~c) 
where 2coshα=).+2. 
The integration constant A and B are obainable by the condition of continuity 
that is 
Fc = F~ 
F:十I十FC-lー (2+)')F，σ=1， 
A sinh c=B sinh (n-c) 
(195) 
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A {sinhα(c-1)-si油 αc}-B {sinhα(n-c)-sinhα(n-c+ 1)} 
十Bsinhα(n-c)= si吐1αn，
from which 
B sinh αc 
一一一- sinh α ? ? ??
Consequently， the Green Function for L1'凡，-).F" can be written as 
( sinhα(n-c) sinh αz 
I -~"'~'~hα ・ Sl出 nα ， (x<c) 
F~ = < 
向 I si吐1αcsinhα(n-x) 
|-si凶 α・sinhm ，(z>c)
(46) 
On the other hand， ifthe equation (45) is solved by means of the finite Fourier 
Serise， 
宅二'= mπx F~ = J. F明 sm---，
四 Z士0..0 n (47) 
which being put into (45)， there follows 












Compare this with Formula (46)， obviously it can be concluded that 
mπx t sinh α(n-c)・sinhαz
2 '!.:.' sm -n--smヲ.'" I ~"";i~h~.~伽1α (x<c)
一、
n'::o 2 ( 1一COS47)+Alsink-!it(!?)(Oc)
If ). andα 訂 ecomplex numbers such as ). =ご+ゲ， α=s + ri， the real and 
imaginary p訂 tsof Formula 49 give other Green Funtions. 
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1 
(cosh 2s-cos 27) (cosh 2ns-cos 2n7) 
x [ {cosh s (c+ 1) cos r (c-1)-cosh s (c-1) cos r (c+ 1)} 
x {cosh s (2n-x) cos rx-cosh sx cos r (2n-x)} 
+ {sinh s (c+ 1) sin r (c-1)-sinh s (c-1) sin r (c+ 1)} 
x {sinh s (2n-x) sin rx-sinh sx sin r (2n-x)} ] 
1 
(cosh 2s-cos 27) (cosh 2ns-cos 2n7) 
x>c 
x [ {cosh s (x+ 1) cos r (x-1)-cosh s (x-1) cos r (x+ 1)} 
x {cosh s (2n-c) cos rc-cosh sc cos r (2n-c)} 
+ {sinh s (x+ 1) sin r (x-1)-sinh s (x-1) sin r (x+ 1)} 
x {sinh s (2n-c) sin rc-sinh sc.sin r (2n-c)} ] 
c>x， 
and the r叫 partfor 1十;<o，作0，yields 
口 b ( 1-cos ~1r i +~ 1 si己主主
'!::' l ¥ n / -I n mπz 
ニ2 、 I 、¥2 Sln 
1_ (_ mπ¥ _ r n 怖~O (2 ( 1一cos-一)+~~十鈴
I 刀/ -I 
(-1)σ+叩
(cosh 2s-cos 27) (cosh 2ns-cos 2nr) 
x [(-1)…{cosh s (c+ 1)cos r (c-1)一∞shs(c-1) cos r (c十1)}
x {cosh s (2n-x) cos rx一∞shsx cos r (2n-x)} 
+ {sinh s (c+ 1) sin r (c-1)-sinh s (c-1) sin r (c+ 1)} 
x {sinh s (2n-x) sin rx-sinh sx sin r (2n-x)} ] 
(-1)…+1 
(cosh，2s-cos 27) (cosh 2ns-cos 2n7) 
x>c 
x [ {cosh s (x+ 1) cos r (x-1)-cosh s (x-1) cos r (x+ 1)} 
x {cosh s (2n -c) cos r c -cosh sc cos r (2n -c) } 
+ {sinh s (x+ 1) sin r (x-1)-sinh s (x-1) sin r (x十1)}
x {sinh s (2n-c) sin rc-sinh sc.sin r (2n-c)} ] 
The above functions from the real part， satisfy the 
fol1owing problem 
( 1 (x = c-1) 
LrFx_2 - 2~L12凡-1 十 W+ザ)Fx = {ー 2 (x = c) 
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for any value else of x 
A4Fx_2-2~A2凡_1+(~2+ ザ)凡= 0， 
with the boundary conditions 
Fx = 0 for x = 0， n， 
A2凡_1= 0 for x = 0， n. 
(52) 
From the viewpoint of operating procedure， A2Fx_1 for x=O， n do not make any 
sense because there are not F_1 and F.叶 " A2Fx_1 for x=O， n are to represent the 
boundary values of A2Fx_1 in the above expression. 
(田問B町) The ima叩 拍nl泊na町 p伊阿阿a町制r此tof (何49町)， for 1+ き>0， becomes 
mπc mπx 
つn-l Sln 一二~sm 一二工一
号.L:(~ 日一一、 ¥ 
，. m~O t 2 ( 1一cOS7片付+ザ
+ 
1 
一方(∞sh2s一cos21) (cosh 2ns-cos 2nr) 
x [{cosh s (2n-x)∞slxー cωhsx・cos1 (2n-x)} 
x {sinh s (c+ 1) sin 1 (c-1)-sinh s (c-1)・sin1 (c+ 1)} 
一{coshs (c+ 1) cos 1 (c-1)-cosh s (c-1)・cos1 (c+ 1)} 
x {sinh s (2n-x)・sin1 x-sinh sx sin 1 (2n-x)} ] 
1 + 
η(cosh 2s-cos 21) (cosh 2ns-cos 2nl) 
写ミ0，x>c， 
x 1 {cosh s (2n-c) cos lc-cosh sc.cos 1 (2n-c)} 
x {sinh s (x+ 1) sin 1 (x-1)-sinh (x-1) sin 1 (x十1)} 
一{coshs (x+ 1) cos 1 (x-1)-cosh s (x-1) cos 1 (x+ 1)} 
x {sinh s (2n-c)・sinrc-sinh sc.sin 1 (2n-c)}] 
万ミさ0，c>x， 
and the imagin的 partfor 1 十~ <0， yields 
mπc . mπz 
~ sm-一一 sln一一一-~ '!.:.' n n 
ミテ.L:-(-， …一、 、
H 叫~O 12 (l-cos三竺.._I+Ë~ +が， ¥ n / -， ' 
工(-1)…1
一万(cosh2s-∞s 21) (cosh 2ns-cos 2nl) 
x [{cosh s (2n-x) cos lx-cosh sx.∞s 1 (2n-x)} 
x {sinh s (c+ 1) sin 1 (c-1)-sinh s (c-1) sin 1 (c十1)}
(198) 
(53) 
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一{coshs (c+ 1) cos r (c-1)-cosh s (c-1) cos r (c+ 1)} 
x {sinh s (2n-x)・sinrx-sinh sx.sin r (2n-x)}] 
守ミ0，x>c， 
+(-1)日 +1
マ(cosh2s-cos 27) (cosh 2ns-cω2n7) 
x [{cωhs(2n-c)・cosrc-cosh sc・cosr (2n-c)} 
x {sinh s (x+ 1) sin r (x-1)-sinh (x-1)討nr(x+1)}
一{coshs (x+ 1) cos r (x-1)一coshs (x-1) cos r (x+ 1)} 
x {sinh s (2n-c).sin rc-sinh sc.sin r (2n← c)} 1 
which訂 ethe solution of the problem: 
札一肌バ2+ザ)凡=(;
with the boundary conditions 
Fぉ=0， fo主 x=o，x=η 






In the particular case万=0， another group of Green Functions can be found 
from the prescribed formulas. 
(C) The real part leads us to 
( sinh s (n-c).sinh sx 
sin "~:.v sin """~ I一一一←一一一 (x<c) I sinh s.sinh ns 
nJ豆o2沖(か1ト一吋m坐判)+吋ι5{一1-一千里り卑仰!坦旦
¥ n / l sinhs.s討inhns
IM-jinpz 
sin s・sinns 
sin sc.sin s (n-x) 




for 0~ç~-2 ， -i(一げん).siゆ 件s.sin ns 
( 一1叫)勾削+c-一1 S insc x sins(n-x) 
sin s.sinns (x>c) 
for -2ミ;c孟 4，
=!(-1) 官官件
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from which substitution ~ = 0 yields 
示。 2(l-cosで) l工c・(n-x)n 
(D) The imaginary part turns out to be 
mπc mπz 
n sln ~~- Slll一一一一一一
λ “ n n =::E(〆一、、
品川 (2(l-cos 竺"-l+~l
i ¥ nノー l
-';T(主干否(cosh2s-1) (cosh 2ns-1) 
x [{cosh s (2n-x)-cosh sx} 
x {(c-1)計出戸(c+1)一(c+1) sinh s (c-1)} 
一{coshs (c+ l)-cosh s (c-1)} 
x {x sinh s (2n-x)一(2n-x)sinh sx}] 
.; ~ (4+~) (cosh 2s-1) (cosh 2ns-1) 
x [{cosh s (2n-c)-cosh sc} 
x {(x-1) sinh s (x+ 1)一(x+1) sinh s (x-1)} 
一{coshs (x+ l)-cosh s (x-1)} 
x {c sinh s (2n-c)一(2n-c)sinh sc}] 
mπc ηzπZ 
2U SIn SIn一一一n  
n;:o l2 ( 1-cos町 +~r
l ¥ n/ -J 





for ~孟 0 ，





+ 1 ) (59) 
.; ~ (4+~) (cos 2s-1) (∞s2ns-1) 
x [coss(2n-c)一∞ssc}{(x-1)sins(x+1)一(x+1) sins (x-1)} 
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mπc mπz 
口唱 Slll----Slll 
L ':.:_' n n 
:: ~ I 一ー、 ドー明~O :2 (l-cos竺竺 1+~) 
I ¥ n ) “ l 
(-1)日十1
付石弓)(cos2s-1) (cos 2ns-1) 
x [{coss(2n-x)-cossx} {(c-1)sins (c+ 1)一(c+l)sins (c-1)} 
一{coss(c+1)一coss(c-l)}{xsins(2n-x)一(2n-x)sin sx} ] 
x>c 
(-1)"" 0+1 I (60) 
-~百証工否(cos2s-1) (cos 2ns-1) 





n ‘ sln -----Slll一一一一一一
λ':.:_' n n -=-~( 二王了一γ
日明~O (2 (l-cos二三三)+~} 
I ¥ 刀 ) . I 
(-1)日汁
-.; ~ (4干百(cosh2s-1) (cosh 2ns-1) 
x [{∞shs (2n-x)一coshsx} 
x {(c-1) sinh s (c十1)一(c十1)sinh s (c-1)} 
{cosh s (c+ l)-cosh s (c-1)) 
x {xsinhs(2n-x)一(2n-x)sinh sx}] 
(-1)日十1
.; ~ (4+~) (cosh 2s-2) (cosh 2ns-1) 
x [{cosh s (2n-c)-cosh sc} 
x {(x-1) sinh s (x十1)一(x十1)sinh s (x-1)} 
一{coshs (x十l)-coshs (x-1)) 
x {csinhs(2n-c)一(2n-c)sinh sc}] 







for -4 孟~， 
(61) 





? ? ? ? ? ????
(62) 
(Received Apr. 30， 1965) 
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